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THE IPHIGENEIA AT AULIS: THE PROLOGUE ANAPAESTS

GRACE A. MI ZEN

This paper will examine the anapaests of the prologue of
the Iphigeneia at Aulis more or less in isolation from the
iambics. Separating the two sections is a somewhat artifi-

cial procedure since it involves not only dissecting an area

which is tightly-knit, even if the unity is purely formal,
but also, as Page puts it in the last sentence of Actors' in1
'reducing to fragments the
terpolations in Greek Tragedy,
structure which Euripides and he [the interpolator] had
built'; nevertheless it is manifestly desirable from an aca-

demic viewpoint that any new argument for or against the authenticity of the lines should be brought forward.
My approach will be stylistic, in a broad sense. Consequently, neither the arrangement of the prologue, nor such

hoary problems as the much-debated lack of consistency between lines 106-7 and 124ff. will be dwelled upon. Secondly,
I

shall not focus upon the unresolved and apparently unre-

solvable issues of, for instance, the construction KOivoaaov
uOOov eg fiuaQ (44) and the exceedingly uncomfortable language at 130ff. In these instances the case for the prosecu2)
and I
tion is well stated by Page, Bain and Dr.Diggle,
shall confine myself to mentioning them briefly before the

main discussion.

1) D.L. Page, Actors' Interpolations in Greek Tragedy (Oxford 1934)
216. Referred to throughout this paper by the author's name.

Bain, "The Prologues of Euripxdes' Iphigeneia at Aulis" CQ 27
10-26, a very helpful survey, referred to henceforth as Bain. J.
Diggle, review of G. Me ilert- Hoffmann, Untersuchungen zur Iphigenie
in Aulis des Euripides, in CR 21 (1971) 178-80.
2)

(1977)

D.
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should like to concentrate upon the general
ethos of the anapaests, which will entail studying value
terminology; then I shall consider some phrases and imagery
Instead,

I

which I feel to be both ineffective and inappropriate; and
finally I shall discuss the apparent lack of logical or
even conceptual progression in both sections of the anapaests

.

Firstly then, some introductory remarks about the transmitted order of the prologue. I am not convinced that lines
Iff. can stand at the beginning of a Euripidean play. 66uwv
Tcov6c ndpoL-dev is

as C.W. Willink

3

'technically improper' and

'

uninformative

',

admits, unless the identity of these 66uol

was clearly indicated by the skene,

an assumption which

points more to later than to classical technique.

4)

It is,

however, a possible if uninspired opening line, in keeping
with the general tone of the anapaests which is atmospheric
rather than informative. Certain details suggest that the

anapaests were written to open a play, for instance, the
well-known ingredients of: speaker identification (ixp^o^u
3

is adequate for a

minor character like the Old Man)

;

1,

the

mention of the setting quite rapidly (10, 14), and of the
time of day, which is not obligatory except when the action
the Agamem-

starts during the night (e.g. Sophocles' Electra,

Such information fits most
comfortably at the play's opening and is not really adequately conveyed in the somewhat irrelevant genealogy and legend
and, of course, the Rhesus

non

).

in the first lines of the iambics.

would like to be able to adopt the most favoured current
critical viewpoint about the form of the prologue: that is,
that two self-contained versions were written by two hands
and conflated by a third. Unfortunately, however, this seems
I

more neat than satisfactory, mainly because the information
conveyed by both parts appears to be independent. My points
3)

(1971)

C.W. Willink, "The Prologue of the Iphigeneia at Aulis" CQ 21
343-64. Referred to henceforth as Willink.

4) See P. Arnott, Greek Scenic Conventions (Oxford 1962) 93ff., and
H.C. Baldry, The Greek Tragic Theatre (Chatto and Windus London 1971)
,

47.
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the anapaests initiate theraes of later impor-

1)

relationship with his brother
(85, 97-8) and, more v/eightily, his dilemma in harmonising
strong family feeling with desire for power (84-98). 2) the
anapaests fulfil the indispensable function of introducing
tance, such as Agaraemnon

the Old

rian

in the play.

'

s

and conveying in detail the first change of mind
I

admit that portions of the complete anapaests

and iarobics which duplicated information could easily have

unless his work was done
been excised by an editor. But 3)
extremely hurriedly, I do not see why the linking passage
,

at 106-14 should contain the contradiction (which cannot

just be brushed under the carpet) with 124ff., nor why Tyn-

dareus

'

oath, which is thematically non-existent later in

the play, should follow the Old Man's request for information.
VJithout doubt,

some kind of 'scissors and paste' job was

performed upon the iambics and the anapaests. I do not wish
to discuss this in detail, but it might be worth considering
the possibility that Euripides wrote some of the iambics,
which were then incorporated into an avant garde prologue,
commissioned by the first producers to supply the missing
dramatic links.
This hypothesis is obviously as untestable as any other,
but my reasons for putting it forward are as follows. Firstly, I am tempted by the thematic considerations mentioned
above, to believe that Euripides wrote from line 80 to ap-

proximately line 107; line 107 because I think that the
three 'villains' of the piece, Odysseus, Calchas and Menelaus, could well do with an earlier mention, and this need
is perhaps not one that an editor, rather than the author,
would necessarily have perceived. Furthermore, the glaring
textual corruption of 105-7 points rather to confusion over
a join than to interpolation; whereas the reminiscence of
the Iphigeneia among the Taurians at 112-3 and the derivative

nature of the rest of the patchwork from the anapaests certainly indicate an interpolator at work. Ily reasons for

making line 80 the commencement of Euripides' own writing
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are that the greatest stylistic problems are in lines 49-79;
and the 'story' there recounted is irrelevant. Secondly,
the existence of the contradiction between 106-7 and 124ff.
is more plausibly explained by the possibility that the edi-

wished to keep as much of Euripides' own script as
they could without, however, mutilating their brand-new anapaests. And thirdly, these editors may have felt that although the avant garde anapaests were splendid, they themselves ought to make a token gesture towards traditional
tor

(s)

Euripidean practice, by incorporating a genealogy (and legend) not totally unconnected with the topic in hand, to fill
out the scanty remains from Euripides' own pen. I am aware
that these last two reasons may be felt by some to be rather
too 'psychological', but pure rationality was certainly not
5)
the inspiration of any persons involved in this operation.
So much, briefly, for the disharmony of the prologue's

structure. If the play were to be performed with the prologue
as we have it, which it obviously was in antiquity, I think
that we would have to concede that the existing arrangement
would 'work', but it seems unclassical and totally un-Euri-

pidean.

Turning now to the internal problems of the anapaests
which are generally well-known, we are faced, in the words
by metrical 'licences elsewhere unparalleled
of A.M. Dale,
in drama'

such as:

119,

1)

a dimeter ending in Txp6e;

2)

123,

---^^^^--,

unique because
the sequence - w ^ w w - is normally confined to the opening
of a line; 3) 122, yap 6ri is oddly positioned. Considerations
(2) and (3) lead Dale to accept Verrall's arrangement: eCg
a paroemiac of the form

5) The brevity of this introduction is mainly due to two papers devoted to the prologue and presented at the Cambridge Greek Seminar 197778 before my paper, by Richard Hunter (an overview) and by John Wilkins
I am greatly indebted to them, as well as to
(a study of the iambics)
the Cambridge Greek Seminar for their comments on this paper. - Bain
provides a useful summary of critical differences over the prologue.
.

6)

1968)

A.M. Dale, The Lyric Metres of Greek Drama,
50.

2nd ed.

(Cambridge

,
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,

dA.Aas YCip

6ri

,

TiaiSoQ / Sauaouev copas uuevaLOOS.

7)

It is dif-

ficult, however, to accept that such oddities should be
treated as ordinary emendable problems, especially as their

existence gains indirect confirmation from the divided anaQ
I am not impaestic metra at 2, 3, 16, 140, and 149.
\

pressed by Willink's 'exact parallel' at Rh^ 6 as a confirmation of Euripidean authorship. That argument works both
ways; and rra 977-8, while proving that the licence has a

classical, formal parallel, is completely dissimilar in its

context of hushed, tense expectation. Sophocles seems to
have been innovating with a serious dramatic purpose, whereas our writer used the device

out any significance that

(if it may be so called)

with-

can perceive. For instance,

I

should we argue that the split metra connote haste and anxiety, as is possible at 2, 3, 140 and 149, the example at line
then appears to be used loosely; for Agamemnon is hardly
going to rush into a general reflection after the sense
16

with the same haste and anxiety as when summoning the Old Man from the hut, or sending
him on his mission. This is a slight criticism perhaps, but
one that Euripides would not have incurred.
pause following otelxwuev

eoco

About individual examples of rare or so-called nontragic
words there will never be agreement. For instance. Page
points out that xaLvoupYELV is very rare, only here (2 and
838)

in poetry until Antiphanes. Willink, on the other hand,

remarks that it 'seems securely authentic'. Assuming that
it is rare, even coined (although this cannot be proved)
one might feel that, firstly, it would have been placed
more prominently (as indeed at line 838, where Achilles is

dumbfounded by Clytemnestra s revelation that he is supposed
to be betrothed to Iphigeneia) rather than at the opening
of a play, where it could have little meaningful emphasis;
'

7) Probably attributable rather to Herwerden (Bain, p. 22, note 62).
Bain also comments that the licences may be acceptable since they occur
in lyric anapaests.

An even more unusual divided paroemiac. Parallels at Willink, p.
Tra 977 and Rh 561. The latter is doubtful. Compare W. Ritchie,
The Authenticity of the Rhesus of Euripides (Cambridge 1964) 292.
8)

360:
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and secondly, that any instances of such rare diction should

bear some thematic weight. It seems to me unlikely that kqlvovpyeiQ at line 2 assists our reception of its recurrence
at 838; but this may be a rather subjective opinion.
At line 22 the MSS present us with the unmetrical xaL t6
cplA6tluov. This is a tricky problem. As with the metrical
licences, I feel that simple emendation here is not an adequate answer, although the metrical error here is glaring.
Bothe's remedy of deleting the line as a gloss is, as Willink says,

'much the most plausible solution', but plausi-

bility is not a sufficient reason for deletion. Against

Nauck's np6TLUOV there are the problems of its meaning,
'precious', and its apparent absence from the tragic genre.
I

would choose to keep t6 cplA6tluov, preferring to read

with Markland t6 xe cplA6tluov, which although unparalleled
and unpleasant, does form an anapaestic metron, while the
MSS reading does not. It is possible that a later scribe

disliked the proceleusmatic that he found and changed the
reading to x.al to... presuming that the iota in -xiuov could
incline towards retaining xb
suspect that lines 20-22 are closely

be short. Another reason why
cplA6tluov is because

I

I

related to 385-7, either as their indirect model or their
copy.

I

shall elaborate on this contention later.

I]uvvuucpok6uov at 48 does not seem problematic in itself,

although a hapax legomenon. But I do not think that it suits
the character of the Old Man to employ original, perhaps

recognisably poetic coinages, and
ny'

I

cannot detect the 'iro-

that Willink perceives; that is, that the audience can

imagine the Old Man accompanying Iphigeneia, as he did her
mother, but to a very different wedding ceremony.
Again, the charge of unnecessary employment of unusual

diction can be made against

KoATxd)6ri

and dnAuaxav at 120 and

121. Page informs us that KoAixcbSriQ appears only here in po-

etry, as does

dAo(jo5riQ

(141), which does not recur until Ni-

cander. In isolation, none of these words is objectionable,
but we have to ask ourselves if, clustered together in conSome more examples
text, they are not rather manneristic
'

'

.

.
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'poetic'

(146), TLapaue L^ecjdaL

in tone,

(146)
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are xpoxccAololv 5xolq

and Ouue^ocg

KukAcotlcov

(152). These

three usages, though obtrusive and uncomfortable,

I

am pre-

pared to accept. In the first we may allow Agamemnon some
licence for his vivid pictorial anticipation of the Old
Man's journey. By extension oxou can perhaps denote dpudTOJV
oxoL, especially, as Willink argues,

'a

in close proximity to

may be, in England's words,
picturesque synonym for Mycenae' (see note 25). Similarly

dnnvri

(47);

and duu^AaQ

KukAcoticov

we are confronted by olyoll at 10, v;hich England considers
to be of

'poetic beauty", despite

(or perhaps because of)

the awkwardness of the plural, which can be matched only

with Plato

i?ep 4

25 b 6, where it means

'instances of silence'.

Such a meaning is unsuitable here. Willink attempts to support it upon the insecure prop of uncertain emendations by
Hermann and Dindorf of a corrupt passage (obelised by Page
in the OCT)

at Ag 412, but this is hardly adequate.

To sum up, the diction here cannot be supported, only

accepted as the work of a mannerist writer but probably not
the work of Euripides.

I

shall return to our poet's use of

language later.

Grammatically, some passages of the anapaests are highly
suspect, such as xoLVwaov uOOov eg fiuae (44) and the text
at 130ff. As I mentioned earlier, I am not reconciled to
line 44, but it does not seem to be a case for normal emendation. We may perhaps soothe our sensibilities by arguing

that the strained construction was not too harsh for Greek
ears; but we cannot so easily dispose of the question, 'Would

Euripides have used it?' And what reason can we exercise our
imaginations to produce, to account for the unique employment of KELVcp in a quasi-reflexive sense at 130? There are
also problems here with trcLcpriuLCe lv xivd. tlvl which can perhaps be paralleled by Plato

assign to

9)

Lapv^s

771

d

9)
'

Page's reference. Willink 357 rewrites;

1

in the sense

'to

)
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We may also experience discomfort at 151, where the emendation eCa6pua would give Euripides a new word, one
which, besides, is found intransitively in the active voice

only at Anth.

7.707, according to Page.

Pal.

KXifidpoov

6'

egop-

UOLS at 149 is an awkward emendation of KATfidpoov Sgopua,
raising the question once more of dissociating superficial
corruption from an odd original expression.

Another verb used intransitively in the active voice appears to be TxopdueuEL at line 6, in opposition to its normal, transitive Euripidean usage. If we wish to smooth out
this irregularity

v/e

mark after ueoaripric

must change tlq to tl, put the question
(8)

and take SetpLOS to mean, on the

authority of Theon of Smyrna,

10)

'any bright star'.

If Aga-

memnon is asking the unlikely question, 'What ferrying is
this bright star ferrying, darting near the Pleiades?', he
does not receive an answer from the Old Man. Page feels
that this is intolerable. England and Willink get around
the problem by ascribing all the lines to one speaker only to Agamemnon and the Old Man respectively - and informing
us that these characters are either

Agamemnon), or 'garrulous'

'musing'

(England of

(Willink of the Old Man). This

division of speakers, however, is supported neither by the
transmitted text nor Ennius' translation, which admittedly
is fairly free:
Ag.

Quid noctis videtur in altisono
caeli clipeo?

Temo superat... etc.

Sen.

o666 TO

xeCvcx)

nauS'

1 1

tTT&cpf]|j,Loa

dyxouvaSv
ebvac, f.v6cbaeLV XexTpoic;.
This involves keeping f,v5a)a6iv (paralleled in Euripides only at Cyc 5l0)
which is supposed to imply 'in more crudely sexual terms' Achilles'
'hypothetical disappointment', thus creating a new meaning for Inccpr]|-LL^£tv TLva TLVL. on the analogy of ^.Titpoav Ttvd tlvC: 'to him I uttered
an intention of giving my daughter (to him) '; and importing another
epic word, dYxo uvuv As Bain remarks (p. 22, note 63), this rewriting
is unconvincing.
vu|j,cpetouq

tic,

.

10) nepL. doTp. 16 (Martin,- Page's ref.) which seems to cite this
passage. By this change we also correct the astronomical error.

11)

J. Vahlen,

Ennianae Poesis Reliquiae (Leipzig 1928), Scaenica

215 [cf. H.D. Jocelyn ad Enn. trag. fr. XCVI

.

-Ed.]
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Willink, reading tl and ignoring the astronomical problem,
keeps SeLpLoe as the Dog Star with some highly subjective
and dubious arguments from 'hunted dove imagery' and an im-

aginative association of Sirius, the hunter's dog, with Orion himself, whose constellation is

(of course)

near the

Pleiades. As usual, Willink's solution, reading 6f
dp' daxrip 66e nopOueueu

;

/

Selplos

...

.

tl uot'

(that is, dpa accent-

ed with a circumflex to suit the 'Retainer's quasi- jocular

attitude of wonderment and protestation') is too elaborate
to carry any conviction. It is also based upon the (as yet
unproven) assumption that Euripides was the author of this

section of the play.

Further oddities in the anapaests should be mentioned.
lCou plus accusative (141) may be paralleled at And 1265-6
according to Willink, and used on the analogy of Odooco
(Page),

ficios

(epic)

ly disturbing and,

juxtaposed with 'AeXiou (158) is certaincannot be emended to

as Bain points out,

with the facility that Willink implies at p. 359. eq
xiXoQ (161) too is unusual, meaning 'up to the end'; but it

dcoQ

may be possible to take it as 'completely/to completion' if
we compare Hec 817, its only parallel.

None of the difficulties which

I

have surveyed here are

new, and most continue to rest under grave suspicion. If

Euripides was innovating, we owe it to his stature as a playwright to explain the dramatic function of the high proportion of curiosities in the anapaests with respect to the
rest of the Iphigeneia

at Aulis.

It is very hard to do this,

especially in view of the advances of modern dramatic analysis, which show clearly that the great Attic tragedians do

not present audiences with pointless confusion of technical

anomaly. Having very briefly mentioned the linguistic problems of the anapaests

I

shall now turn to their ethos.

should like to examine is at 45-48.
Here the Old Man, in order to convince Agamemnon that he is
The first passage

I

loyal and trustworthy, says:
ixpos <6'> dv6p' dYa56v Jiioxdv xe cppdoeie*
oti

ydp u'

ni]iTiei

dA6x.<+>

cpepvihv/

xoxe Tuv6dpea)Q
ouvvuucpok6uov xe 5LKaLov.

z

)
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This seems very strange, and

I

can find no parallel instance

in tragedy of a slave addressing his master, or any free

man, with a self-recommendation couched in these terms. No-

where does a slave call himself an dvfip dYCx06g without batting an eyelid: if approbatory value terms are used, they
are either traditional or commented upon in typical Euripidean general reflections, which, by their nature, suggest
that the author is advancing a controversial opinion. Tra-

ditionally acceptable terms for social inferiors are euvouQ,
2
Any lack of these qualities
eucppoov, euuev7*iQ or nLOT6c.
1

makes a slave HaxoQ. Compare Helen 126-1

Kaxoc

Y<itp

ooTLQ un oi&ei xd 5ean;oTcov

nai guYY^YilOe xal auvcL)6LveL KaxoLS.

When slaves wish to advise or contradict their superiors
(something which occurs mainly in Euripides)

they need to

,

ask for permission to speak freely, since free speech can

only take place among equals.

1

4)

There is none of the con-

fidentiality between master and servant that we find in New
Comedy, even in what would appear to be the most likely relationship, that of the Nurse to Phaedra in Hippolytus. It is

worth mentioning that here the Nurse eventually prevails
upon Phaedra by appealing to her mistress as a suppliant,

thereby emphasising her inferiority, rather than addressing
her in terms of an equal relationship as is the case in our

passage. Of course, it could be argued that the Nurse is

pushing Phaedra into

a

confession that she does not fully

wish to make, while the Old Man is responding specifically
to Agamemnon's orders; but this is quite unconvincing. It
is extremely improbable that social convention

(in its strong

could be so altered merely because the Old Man feels
confident in his request. And how then do we interpret his
sense)

behaviour at line 866?

I

shall return to this.

12) euvouq Hip 698, Hel 481, And 59;
nLOToq Hip 267.
13)

eucppcov

Ag 263

;

e6|a&vf)q

Per 175;

Also Med 54-55, Jon 566, 857-8, Ba 1032-3.

14) We have examples of this at Ba 668-71, Hip 89, Tra 52-3 and in
the heavily ironical speech of Hecabe to Odysseus at Hec 234-7.

'
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Two examples of Euripidean reflections which endow slaves

with unusual approbatory value terms are at Helen 728-33,
which isolates yevvaLOL slaves by implication from all
others, using the criterion of 'intelligence' (voOs) to make
this distinction; and more relevant to our context, ion 8546:

ev y6.p XL tolq 6ouAoLaLV ataxuvriv cpipeL,

Touvouof xd 6* dA.Aa rcdvxa
o()&kv KaKLoov 60OA0S,

xcSv

eAeudfpcov

5oxLQ eoOA.6s ^.

This clearly conveys what we expect to hear of fifth century
slaves - that they have atoxuvri. Euripides, in a characteristic A6Yoe/epYov contrast, is presenting the controversial
idea that only their name is aLOXP^v. But our Old Man has no
such doubts about his own slavery if he can state that he
is an dvfip dyaOie rather than, say, a 60OA.OS yevvaLOQ/xpnax6s/£oOA.6£.

My objections may be summarised by the following two
1) Can the Old Man refer to himself as dyad6e,

questions:

which has more social overtones of 'nobility' than yevvaUoe,
XPnax6c, or even e;odA6e, all of which are used occasionally
of slaves? And 2) Can he call himself an dvnp dya06Q in one
breath and in the next (cf. line 866) cpepvnv ouvvuupoxouov,
which actually emphasises his lack of freedem, hence his
inferiority? I doubt that the social assumption implied by

his juxtaposition, that slaves are as much 'men'

as free

men, could have been passed over without comment by Euripides. 6LKaLOv at 48 receives the force of criticism

more strongly, accompanying
jowl, as it does- And is

cpepvfiv

(2)

even

auvvuu(poK6uov cheek by

'justice' relevant here anyway? If

the Old Man means that he performed his job as he should

have done, is this something for a slave to boast about?
We find 6LHaLOS used of a servant/mistress relationship
at rra 410-2 when the First Messenger is conducting his bi-

zarre cross-examination of Lichas. He snatches up Lichas

SixaLa ydp (409), meaning approximately 'Of course', which
was in answer to the question,
is your mistress?',

'So you say that this woman

and continues:
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dELOus SoOvai 5LHriv,
f|V eupedtis EC TT^v6e u'H SLxaLOQ cov;
to which Lichas returns in some surprise, ncog uh 6LKaLoc;
Obviously Lichas is already beginning to side-step the Messenger's anticipated accusation. But the important underXL Sflxa;

TLOiav

lying assumption runs somewhat as follows:

should/must

(xpil)

'All servants

be trustworthy, loyal, honest (SiKaLOs)

to their masters and mistresses.'

If they are not, after

all, then they lose their greatest claim to be good servants,
6LHaLOQ at 48, we must conclude, is either redundant or making a special point. It is conceivable that this point could
be ironical (this would have affinities with V7illink's in-

terpretation of auvvuucpoKOUOv)
as the Old Man later betrays
his master to his mistress; but I believe such irony to be
far-fetched.
,

Let us now consider the scene between the Old Man, Cly-

temnestra and Achilles with reference to the preceding discussion. When the Old Man introduces himself in answer to
the question

(basically),

'Who are you?', does he reply:

am an dvfip dYa06Q/TiLOT6s/5LKaLOS
(858)

'

'I

No, he modestly admits

?

:

5ouAoQ, oux dPpuvouocL
•

T(p5*

.

f)

T1JX11

yitp

o6h

tq..

If Tuxn means the chance which has made him a captive,

15)

how do we account for his reversion to a traditional estimation of slavery after his earlier, liberated attitude?
In addition to this, he evidently tries to supplicate Cly-

temnestra by seizing her hand (866) and he assures her of
his goodwill in the most acceptable possible terms; he is

euvouc (867 and 871) especially to Clytemnestra, rather than
her husband, because of his longer association with her side
of the family (868, 870).^^^
I

15)

do not believe that these passages can possibly be

Cf. Aj 485-6.

This passage rules out the objection to my argument, that the
Old Man is more intimate with Agamemnon than with Clytemnestra (or Achilles) and hence that his behaviour towards his mistress is more formal.
16)

17)

Compare Ion 811-2,
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written by one author and, as 865ff. are so clearly Euripidean in tone, I do not see how 45-48 can be attributed to
him.

The next relevant passage for this discussion is at 1623.
t'iq

I

am extremely dissatisfied with a.KLv6uvov, dyvcoc, dxA-e-

and the ethos which this usage implies, while to KaA6v y*

evxaOda 3lou and t6 (plA.6tuuov (if this should be read) enhance my suspicions. To begin with ayiXeAQ- Aeschylus and
Sophocles do not employ the word but we do have two examples
in Euripides: Her 623 and Hip 1028. In the latter, Hippolytus swears a long, extremely powerful oath, declaring the

penalty he would wish to incur for having committed incest,
of which he has been accused. The context could hardly be
more serious, so we may presume that the usage is representative of standard, not innovatory, fifth century thought.
He says:
ToLp' oAoLunv OLKXefis dvcovuuos,
dnoAus doLKOg, cpuyds dArixeuoov x^ova,
fj

KaL

uT'iTe

Ti6vToe

adpncLQ Oav6vToe,

yr\

y.T'ixe

eC

6^^0.1x6 uou

Haxoe

Can Agamemnon then be using

dvnp.

ixdcpuK*

dnA-eris

similarly, and dyvcoe

as a synonym for dvcbvuuoc? Surely not, for in Hippolytus
oath it is clear that dxAefis dvcovuuos, 'moral' terms, are
equal in weight to dnoALS doLKOc; and if you are without a

city or a home, it is an unequivocal na^idv

.

To be without

fame or reputation is also, therefore, an unequivocal xaHov-

Is Agamemnon really implying that he envies a man

in possession of xaxd? This would indeed merit the Old Man's

charge of madness at 42! Such extrapolation may, perhaps,
be going too far beyond the texts.
If we consider the second Euripidean occurrence of dxAeriQ,

at Her 623,

it comes in the familiar double-negative con-

struction 065'

dxAei'is,

and refers to Macaria's heroic sacri-

fice. It is possible that ou6* dxAerie here means 'not without fame', but this construction often indicates understate18)

Cf. S. El

vao QiXtt /
value terms

1082-4: o66£L,q Tcov fiyaQoSv ^oov / xaxoSq euxXeuav ataxufor a more traditional configuration of the relevant

vcbvu[j.oc;
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ments:

'not without fair-fame'; that is,

'very famous'. A

parallel, conveniently using dyvcoQ, the other disquieting
term, can be found at Pindar

examples of

dxA-eT^Q,

be found at

Or 786

761.

i.

1.12, oOk dyvcoc. Further

in the form of the adverb dxAecbs,

are to

(dvavSpov dxAecog KaxdaveUv) and RhlSl,

The Orestes instance clearly matches the moral loading

of dvavSpov with that of dxAecoe, and

escaping the conclusion that

a.nXef\Q

I

can see no way of

is treated by Euripides

not merely as the privative of euHAeriQ, but as its moral opposite.
The same arguments can be extended to dYvcos and dxLv5uvov 3lov. The idea of the dangerous life bringing greatest
glory has its literary origins in Achilles' choice and oc-

curs frequently in Pindar,

1

9

and although ayvwe in tragedy

perhaps tends to be morally neutral, meaning 'unknown', 20)
it can hardly fail to attract the moral loading of the other

two terms here.

Perhaps it might be said that these lines characterize
vividly Agamemnon's disturbed state of mind in the prologue:
he is so anxious to save his daughter that he defies moral

norms of living xaAooQ

.

Two counter arguments can be adduced:

firstly, Agamemnon's character throughout the play v;hich,

although indecisive, is consistent in being pulled between
family ties and ambition. For example,

regard as untruthful Menelaus

'

I

see no reason to

account of his brother's rise

to leadership at 337-48, which hinges on the family loyalty/

power conflict, nor 357. After all, Agamemnon's defence does
not deny Menelaus' charges, although it does tell us that
his brother's self-righteous stand is as unwholesome as his

own position of power.

Furthermore, when Agamemnon hears

from the First Messenger that Iphigeneia has arrived he reacts, after his initial outburst at 442-5,

in the customary

style of contradicting an accepted norm. His reflection begins

(446)
r]

19)

6\joyiveia 6'

E.g. 0.1.81,

coq

exel tl xpholuov

5.16-18, 6.9-11.

E.g. Ion 14, the only other Euripidean instance, Phil 1008, Ant
lOOl, OT 681, Cho 677, A. Sup 993.
20)

)

.
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balancing 6voyiveia against tl xPt^oluov; in other words, he
is not asserting that 6uaY^veLa is entirely xp^oluos. He then
goes on to elucidate his contention, a common Euripidean

pattern.

21

There is no suggestion that Agamemnon envies

his social inferiors in anything more major than the free-

dom to lament at will.
The second argument follows from the last. When Euripides
wishes to question values he does so deliberately and clearly.

Compare, for instance, the climax of Iphigeneia's appeal

to Agamemnon, KaKooQ Cnv xpeUooov

f\

(1252). This

xaXcoQ OaveUv

has been prepared for as far back as 1218-9, which is picked
up at 1250. In addition, it is worth noting that the tradi-

tional values prevail upon Iphigeneia in the end (1375-6).
The ethos of lines 16-19 was obviously quite acceptable
in later antiquity.

Aphrodisiensis

22)

Stobaeus quotes them, as does Alexander
Their approval need not necessarily have

stemmed from a Christian bias towards an unworldly, spiritual life; but

I

am convinced that the lines are totally anom-

alous in Euripides.

While on the subject of lines 16-19,

I

should like to

comment upon their extraordinary construction.

cannot find

I

another tragic parallel for the expression, 'I envy you more
than I envy me', apart from line 677 of this play, much less
for the formula that we have here:

inglorious') and/but

I

'I

envy you (that is 'the

envy those in honor (that is 'me')

less'. Stobaeus' reading, ?iaaov euaLVCo, may not merely be

characteristic misquotation therefore, but an effort to
make the sentiment more lucid, unless by chance he preserved
23)
the correct reading.
But this is doubtful. Turning to 677,
a

21) Cf. Med 579-83, 1089-1104, Hip 186-8, 424-5, 664-6, Sup 1101-3,
Her 299-301, etc. On the contradicting of maxims as a rhetorical device,
see Arist. Rhet 1395 a-b.

22)

Stobaeus 4.16.4 (Hense)

;

Alex. Aphr. see Murray's app. crit.

23) Parallels for tnaiveZv: And 456, 866, Al 553-4. None of these is
adequate, since only the first can conceivably mean ^r]Kovv and- none is
a contrast between two individuals. The last two and Hip 264 contain
contrasts between types of behaviour, rather than between people. Hip
254 is the only example which approaches the generality of our passage.
None mix generality with particularity as does lA 16-19.
See Hense ±n RE 9 2575ff. for Stobaeus' access to reliable sources.
,

.
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we find:
ob uoLAXov

CriXco

f\

'

Unusual certainly, but not,

xoG un^fev cppoveiv.

\it

I

think, uncomfortable in ethos

or formulation. Could the avant garde poet of the anapaests
have been inspired to emulate 677 in a misguided attempt to

improve upon the idea there?
As

I

remarked earlier, the suspicions aroused by lines

16-19 are heightened by to naXdv and to cplA(5tluov

.

t6 KaX6v

never found in the other two tragedi-

is purely Euripidean;

ans. When it occurs it is always in a well defined context,

even at Sup 300 (its most difficult instance)

,

where it re-

fers to the moral status that Aithra would lose by not pro-

tecting the Suppliants. The employment at 300 is prepared
for by the more normal
293. In general,

eltxcl)

tl... ool te KaL Ti6AeL KaA6v at

to KaA6v tends to be clarified in antithe-

sis with t6 un naXdv , or implied equivalent.

24

It is never

used in its full abstract sense of 'all that is good, beautiful and noble' without careful preparation, as at Hec 600-2:
eXEL YE u^vTOL Kal TO OpEcpdfivaL KaXcoQ

6L6agLV £odA.oG' toGto 6'
olQev t6
KaAcos and liadAoG

y'

f\v

tlq eu

ucidT^i

aioxpiv, navdvi toO xaA-oG

ucxOciv

prepare for t6 naXdv at 602; and this gen-

eral sentiment is itself the climax of a long reflection

upon cpuoLQ and v6uos which is brimming over with value terms
under consideration: EadA6£ twice, xphotoc twice, -nandQ,
KaKT*!

8)

three times, and tcovtipoq once, all in seven lines

(592-

-

In contrast,

t6 KaA6v at JA 20 is sprung upon us suddenly.

As with 5LKaLOV, we must conclude that it has either a spe-

cial point or is used carelessly and ineffectively. toGto 5^
Y*

EOTLV TO HaA6v acpaAspiv at line

21

immediately tells us

that the latter is true, for the passage may be paraphrased
as follows: Old Man. All that is good, noble and beautiful is

there in life

(!) Ag.

But this noble thing at least, is un-

stable... The two usages of HaA6v are dissimilar and no point

24) Sup 300 again, Hec 602, Or 417, Hip 382
and, most interestingly, lA 387.

(pleasure/virtue contrast)

.

)
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(unless it could be Agamem-

is made by their juxtaposition

non's lack of moral awareness).
The loose employment of t6 naXdv at line 20 is under-

lined by the phrase evxauda 3uou, which is very awkward.

I

fail to see how t6 naXdv can be limited by an idea less ab-

stract, such as &LOQ (this would be construing xb naXdv

with 3lou); yet presumably the Old Man is not implying that
t6 naXdv can be acquired somewhere beyond life (this is taking 3 LOU closely with evTauOa)

The superfluity of the sec-

.

ond rendering and the inappropriateness of the first give

further indication that the writer of the anapaests was

either incompetent, or did not belong to the classical era.
T6
Aulis,

(PlA.6tlij.ov

appears to be thematic in the Iphigeneia

as it occurs twice

(385,

520)

at

and cplAotlulcx once (527),

while its only other occurrences in Euripides are at Pho 567
(if the latter is genuine)

and Sup 907

.

that in Euripides it means 'ambitious',

England 25) remarks
'ambition' and is

pejorative; but that it later comes to signify 'distinguished',

'distinction'. It certainly is the simplest solu-

tion to Sup 907 to regard it as interpolated; and in our

passage at 22, it enhances our doubt about the lines' ethos.
I shall now examine lines 385-7 with close reference to
20-22. Like Page,
y

I

cannot feel that 385-7 are spurious on

fi

grounds that t6 AeAoy lou^vov is too similar a
formulation to to xPtiCov (1017), to kelvou 3ouX6uevov (1270)
and t6 Tns deou cplAov (747), all in suspicious circumstances
Besides Page's point that AeXoy uou^vol (922), XeAoy uau^vcos

Wecklein's

and egeAoYLOO) (1409) appear in innocent surroundings
and so balance out Wecklein's objections to the articlephrases, the context seems to me to require 385-7 for con(1021)

tinuity of thought.

27)

To my mind, however,

the most inter-

25) E.B. England, The Iphigeneia at Aulis of Euripides (Macmillan,
London 1891). Referred to throughout by the author's name.
26) N. Wecklein, Iphigenie in Aulis
to henceforth by the author's name.

(Leipzig/Berlin 1914). Referred

27) Other reasons for supporting the lines: 1) the topical Euripidean
pleasure/virtue contrast (cf. Hip 380ff.); 2) the lines form a customary
gnomic climax, a feature of rhetoric, especially in tragedy; 3) rationality and ambition versus love is an important thematic tension.
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esting feature here is the juxtaposition of t6 KaXdv and xb
(PlA6tluov, which is highly significant, since these two expressions occur only here and at 20-22 in the iphigeneia at
Aulis, while t6 cpi,A6tluov itself is confined to our passages
within the entire Euripidean corpus. Both t6 naX6v and t(J)
(PlA.6tluov are characteristically elucidated (not left as

bare abstractions) by the pleasure/virtue contrast at 386-7
and Touuov at 385. As has been mentioned, however, in the

case of TO naXdv at 20

and which can be extended to in-

-

elude TO (plA6tluov at 22

2Q

•)

-

elucidation is lacking. In ad-

dition, xal TO (plA6tluov or t6 te cpi,X6tluov is superfluous,
as Bothe felt.

Drawing a few threads together from this discussion,
there appears to be heavy dependence at 16-23 on sound passages later in the play:

1)

for the original idea of

vy you more than me', compare 677;

2)

'I

en-

for Agamemnon's dis-

content with his social status, compare 446-9; 3) for the
juxtaposition of t6 KaA6v and t6 cplX6tluov, compare 385-7;
and it may be worth noting that a later writer need not nec-

essarily have read t6 (plA6tuuov as 'ambition' at 385, but
indeed as 'distinction', which is its meaning at 22. Even
if the idea seems far-fetched that one man, having read and
digested Euripides' unfinished work, should then have composed the anapaests, including lines 16-23, incorporating

reminiscences of different passages of the original text,
it seems still more implausible that Euripides botched potentially valuable material so badly.
Several larger but equally disturbing questions arise out
of the general ethos of the anapaests. The first has been

touched upon already: can a master (and a great king) hold
this type of intimate conversation with a servant or slave?
Secondly, how suitable to the tragic genre is Agamemnon's

almost neurotic state?

28)

29)

Has he the dignity that is neces-

Although we perhaps do not require elucidation, since it doubles

for TOUTO TO xaXov
29) Cf. dtaoco 12; his ludicrous behaviour over the writing tablets,
as described by the Old Man at 34-42.

.
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sary for us to sympathise with his dilemma; the dignity
that all kings in tragedy possess, unless they are unambig-

uously villainous, like Lycus in the Heracles or Polymestor
Furthermore, does he behave with this lack of
in Hecuba ?
restraint later in the play? And thirdly, following closely from the last issue raised: how suitable is an anapaestic
dialogue, which even incorporates the highly emotional lyric
metra that we find (for example) in Phaedra's feverish dia-

for two men, especially when one is

logue in the Hippolytus,

a king and the action has yet to commence? Is this possible

in fifth century tragedy?

-

Taking the second question - Agamemnon's lack of dignity
to begin with, I should like to turn to 136-7 which pro-

vides a convenient illustration. In response to the Old
Man's criticism of his actions, Agamemnon cries:
OLUOL,
aCau,

Yv<j^uocs

eg^axav,

6'

TiLTLTco

etc,

dxav

Willink seems to think that this reaction is 'characteristic'
and compares 1132-6. I fail to see the resemblance, since
1132-6 displays the restraint and hints of disaster that

are the hallmark of the highly original and effective scene
between the king and his daughter. At 136-7 the oluol, fol-

lowed a line later by aCai, the extravagance of the ideas
of 'standing out of one's mind' and 'falling into oltti'/ and
the cumulative effect of the parallel constructions, seem
to me to be more appropriate to an antiphonal dirge

(such

performed with the Chorus)
than to the situation here, which is not completely lost.
There are other objections against these two lines. Con-

as at the close of the

sider

dxTi/

Persae,

for example, which does not recur during the iphi-

geneia at Aulis

as we have it. This in itself could hardly be

called suspicious. Six other Euripidean plays contain only
a

single instance:

and Ion

El

1307,

1240. Of these,

Hec

Held

607,

688,

ion

AI 9

1

,

Hec 688,

1240 and Al

9^

And

103

refer to

30) It might be argued that Polymestor gains some stature at the
end of the play, but this is totally dissimilar and fully consonant with
Euripides' dramatic technique.
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especially momentous deaths.

31

El

1307 and And

103 are

traditional usages: dxri Txax^pcov of the House of Atreus (cf.
and the equation of Helen to dxav xivd;
also S. El 215)
,

while Held 607 meaning 'disaster' refers also to specific
deaths, those of all the Heracleidae with lolaus and Alcmene (combined with defeat for the Athenians) weighed in
the scale against Macaria's own self-sacrifice. It is hardly conceivable that dxri at lA 137 is used with reference to

the curse of the House of Atreus, a theme which seems to

have no importance in the play (this is taking dxn as a

traditional usage)
saying

'I

,

and even less likely that Agamemnon is

am falling to death'

(specific usage)

32)

Once

again, the charge of loose writing is inescapable; a strongly suggestive word is employed without sensitivity for its

full potential. And Agamemnon is thus presented uttering an

almost meaningless lament.
Perhaps despite all this, he retains enough dignity in
his reflections at 16ff. and 161ff.,

and in his orders to

the Old Man at 139ff., to convince the audience of his regal

status and to be consistent with his character later in the
play. Alas, no. In his orders, at least, he is unnecessarily

loquacious, a trait totally inconsistent with his later
speeches, which are invariably shorter than those of his

opponents;

33)

and,

in my opinion,

his reflections are either

31) Hec 688 to Polymestor s; Jon 1240 to death by stoning after the
attempt on Ion's life; Al 91 to Alcestis' voluntary sacrifice.
'

32) I do not object to the expression nlnTco eCq dxav in other circumstances. Hip 241 (e.g.): en&aov SaCtiovoc; Stt) is perfectly acceptable,
contributing to the theme of Phaedra's divinely inspired passion. (Other
instances in Hip are 276, 1149, 1289.) Troades uses axr] frequently within a thematic network of the destruction of Troy. But when arri occurs
only once in a Euripidean play, it has a traditional or specific reference-point, which is lacking in the lA. Note also the aTT] chain in Medea
(129, 279, 979, 988), which focusses upon the ruin of the 'royal family',
reaching a climax with the metrically prominent 979, 988. From this
angle, 129 and 279 may be seen as referring both to Medea and to Creon's
household. 279, in particular, gains a tremendously sinister impact from
this ambiguity.
33) Note the preferences for brevity and silence which he expresses
at 378, 400, 683 and 1144.
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anomalous and disturbing, or, as Bain outs it,
trite'. 34)

'incredibly

Proceeding from the idea that the presentation of Agamemnon in the anapaests is inconsistent with his later character, and inappropriate for a king in fifth century tragedy,

I

come now to my third question,

'How suitable are ana-

paests, before the action has commenced, for a dialogue between two men, especially when one is a king?' Social values
and norms are again of relevance. Agamemnon himself tells
us that his birth prevents him from being able 6aKpGaaL
/ drxavxa t' eCjieZv (447-8), and Sophocles' Electra,
plus the A.6YOQ/epYOv contrast ubiquitous in tragedy, press
the point home that men were supposed to act, not talk. If

pgcSucoQ...

we consider this further, from the angle of form and content - how the significance of any passage is reinforced by
its form - the most reasonable conclusion is the most

disturbing; that by composing the opening dialogue in anapaests which may even be melic, the poet has actually em-

phasised Agamemnon's unmanly inability to act, by using a
poetic form removed from the iambics of conventional tragic
discourse.
Are other dramatists (and Euripides) aware of
this nicety? Let us glance at some instances of anapaests

and lyrics, in the mouths of male characters.
In Aeschylus, we have Xerxes'

lyric lament with the Cho-

rus. He has been destroyed by his rash war, and his dignity
IS minimal;
-1

36)

^
he
is no longer
.

m

a

position to act. Prome-

theus uses anapaests on three occasions

(93ff.,

136ff.,

1040ff.), on the second of which his calmer anapaests con-

trast with the Chorus'

lyrics. Because he is bound, he is

prevented from physical action. Physical incapacity is also
important in the Trachiniae, Oedipus at Colonus and Philoctetes,

I

34) 'Anomalous and disturbing', 16-23 (see above); and 24-27, which
shall come to later. 'Incredibly trite'. Bain, p. 123, on lines 161-3.

35) This argument assumes that, as the 'words' are 'action', especially in Greek drama, any departure from normal 'words' (i.e. iambic
trimeter) towards lyric metre conveys a shift away from 'action'.

36)

Compare the tattered clothes symbol.
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where Heracles, Oedipus and Philoctetes participate in anapaestic and/or lyric interchanges. In Sophocles' Electra,
Orestes, the man of action par excellence, never departs from
iambics even when his sister greets him lyrically at 1232ff.
Other examples of men participating in lyrics and anapaests
are to be found regularly at moments of despair, when the
hero is crushed; "^^ and lyrics of a 'religious' nature are
sung by Orestes in the Choephori and by Ion. None of these

examples can adequately support the use of anapaestic dialogue in the opening scene of the iphigeneia at Aulis. And
none, in my opinion, raises the question of dramatic and

character consistency that arise from the form employed
here.
Thus, to recapitulate, the anapaests must be considered
highly problematic on the grounds of ethos; and they betray

themselves in the use of value terms and their underlying
social assumptions, and in their dissociation of form from
content, as being composed by a lesser, later writer than

Euripides

-

At several points in the anapaests we come across
strained imagery which seems very mannered and akin to the

ineffective usages of rare words and odd constructions. The
first of these occurs at lines 4-5:

udXa TOL YHPOcs TOUu6v durxvov
nai in' ocpdaAuois oEu ndpeoxiv.
Willink comments on lines 1-5 that 'the exchange is already
strikingly Euripidean, especially in the characterisation
He does not, however, explain
and elegant idiom of 4-5'
.

this viewpoint, and paraphrases the lines: 'My old age is
This avoids the difficulty
sleepless, and my eyes are keen'
of 6gL)s, which, applied to 'old age', gives an exceptionally
curious metaphor: 'My old age is very wakeful and is present
.

sharp (or sharply) upon my eyes'.

All other instances of

37) E.g., Ajax's first appearance, where the Chorus and Tecmessa,
interestingly, respond in iambics; compare the end of Euripides' Electra.
38) The other rendering of the lines, with 6^u as subject of ndpeoTLV
is even more bizarre. There is an adverbial usage of 6^6 in Collard's
Supplement (see note 53), but this is not a parallel.

)

.
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39

mean, as is normal, either 'sharp' or
ogus in Euripides
'shrill', with the possible exception of Held 290 (uaAa 6*
where, however, the notion of sharp
ogus "Apris 6 MuKTivaLcov)
,

blades lies close to the surface.
To make matters worse, old age in tragedy is a theme
with stock characteristics: bad temper, intelligence and
its lack, weakness, stubbornness; it is almost always con-

sidered hard to bear. For some reason or other, the three
great tragedians do not depart from these stock traits in
the extant plays; 40) and I very much doubt if they would
have introduced the novel idea of keen-sighted old age without a well defined dramatic reason. There is no reason in
the iphigeneia at Aulis that can even be imagined, let alone

well defined. And, lastly, when YHPCtQ is accompanied by a
concrete adjective (such as ogue) in Euripides, that adjective invariably enunciates a stock characteristic: txlkp6v
at fr 282, 3oipu at Al 672, AuYp6v

(and (pOovep6v

)

at Her

and SuaixdA-aLOxov at Sup 1108.

649;

The second strained metaphor appears in the reflection
at 24-27, which is perhaps alien to Euripidean thought in

any case, in its antithesis of 'gods' and 'yvcoucxl', both

wrecking the prosperity of great men from time to time.
5i,aKvaLoo is not a common word, and we can have no reason
to imagine that it was a 'dead' metaphor. It occurs absolutely in the passive voice in both Aeschylus and Euripides
109,

540.
El

Med
42)

164,

Ag 65)

and with a dative agent at Prom

In the active voice,

(

and

94

it is unique to Euripides

Al

-

at

1307 and Held 296. The example at Held 296 is used much as

though it were passive: the Chorus, speculating on what report the Herald will bring to Eurystheus, imagine that he
39)

Held 290, Cye 401, IT 785

(

= lA

1566), Or 1530.

40) Old age: bad temper, Ba 1251-2, And 727-8, Or 490; intelligence
(contradicting the 'norm' of stupidity), Pho 528-30, And 645-6, Ant
280-1, OC 930-1; intelligence and weakness, Jon 742, And 756, Phil 9699, Ag 584; weakness and stupidity, Ag 7 5-82, 584, Sum 38, Her 111-2,
229, And 687, 745-6, Ba 251-2, Pho 1722, OC 1235-8.
41)

cp9ovep6v being Wilamowitz's conjecture for

42)

alxsCaLq and ^iupCoLq

(ioxQclc;,

respectively.

cp6v

tov
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will have been badly treated and

Tiapdt

6LaHva'CaaL. The expression 6LaKvaLaaL

ULKp6v
ijjux^v

ijjux^v

/

fiAOev

clearly connotes

physical violence, as the Chorus fear the worst that the
Herald could relate - the violation of his diplomatic immunity. The instance at Electra 1307, however, is more abstract. There, the Dioscuri announce that u^a.
dxri naxd.

.

has destroyed {6iinva[.aev) both Orestes and Electra.

pcov

The metaphor is aided by the personification latent in

oiTri;

there seems to be no awkwardness here.

But what of

TioAXal / xaL

YvoJuocL

away' or 'shattering into pieces'
(

lA

26-27)?

I

6uadpeaTOL

'scraping

the lives of great men

can find only one example of yvQuaL as the

subject of a concrete verb, within a metaphor, and that is
Philoctetes

4

32:

aXXd. xccC

aocpal

/

yvcouai

.

.

.

euTio5LCovTaL dauA.

Perhaps this is sufficient to parallel our passage; but I
feel that the importance in the action of plans failing,
and the comparative ease of the idea of complex plans

ping themselves

up', differentiate the

Philoctetes

'

trip-

instance

completely from ia 24-27. For here, plans do not merely
destroy themselves, but 'scrape away' or 'shatter' someone's life, and their importance in the action is minimal.

mentioned Agamemnon's flowery letter earlier in connection with rare diction such as KoAncberiS ^nd dxA-uaxav (1201). I shall now adduce other diverse criticisms of its lanI

guage. To begin with a

caveat: I do

not think that we are in

a position to argue that anapaests are an unsuitable vehicle

for conveying the contents of a letter

(although

I

personal-

ly find this uncomfortable, especially when the anapaests
are lyric), since data is lacking. We can, however, argue

that some of the wording is unsuitable, in particular

c5

AT^6ae epvoc (116) and xdv adv Zviv (119). Both epvoe and
ZviQ are highly poetical words, unlike (e.g.) naUs. Out of

ten usages of epvog in Euripides, six are literal, meaning
'shoots', and one is found in a simile of ivy clinging to

laurel shoots, where poetic mileage is made out of the

)
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metaphorical meaning.

39

43)

Seven out of ten occur in lyrics.
metaphorical use falls in iambics (twice: Tro 766
1306), there appear to be convincing reasons. At Tro

V7hen the

and Ba

766, Andromache calls Helen

Al6q)

oo

is referring to his grandson,

the newly-sane Agaue:

5uoe

TuvSapeiov epvoc

in an emotional apostrophe, while at

44)
.

xfie

Ba

(oOtiot'

1306,

Pentheus, in dialogue with

one t66' epvoe,

co

xdAaLva,

45)
.

vri-

As for CvLQ, it has five occurrences in Euripides,

all of which have lyric contexts, apart from rro 571

paests)

eZ

Cadmus

(ana-

Its usage suggests that it constitutes a very

dignified form of address, since three out of five cases
refer to Heracles. Of the other two dramatists, only Aeschylus employs it,

46

thus reinforcing our belief that it is
highly poetical. In Agamemnon's letter, epvoQ and Zviv follow each other within the space of four words; while in the
text, even after the Old Man's interruption,

they are still
remarkably close together. Once more our poet seems to be
striving for purely superficial effect.
I should also like to raise a slight objection to the
address, Ar|6ae epvog. Of course, this is not an isolated

example of an offspring being called its mother's, but it
is interesting to note that, among numerous Euripidean examples of the phrase TxaiQ tlvos, only two (in the Bacchae,
both referring to Pentheus as Agaue s son 47)
refer to the
child by use of the mother's name. In Sophocles this happens
three times [El 1395, Tra 19, 98) for excellent dramatic rea'

sons;

48)

)

while in Aeschylus the children mentioned spring

from elemental personifications, except at Ag 1040 and Sup

43) At Med 1213, describing how Creon is unable to tear himself from
his daughter's poisoned robe.
44) In addition to the strength of the context, fertility is an important theme in the play.
45)

And 797, Her 1182, 354, Ba 1174, Tro 571.

46)

Ag 717, Bum 324, Sup 44, 251.

47) Ba 517, 1309; and we should add Ba
also E. El 933-5 in this context.

48)

1306 mentioned above. Note

The measure of Zeus' involvement is intentionally unstressed.
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171, where the father is,
49

as in the Sophoclean instances,

My objection, however, cannot be pressed too far,
as Leda seems to be a special case in Euripides. She is frequently named in connection with Helen, and three times as
Zeus.

1

the mother of Clytemnestra.

other echo of the Agamemnon

50)

Perhaps this address is an(914, Aeschylus' only mention of

Leda - Sophocles has none)? But surely Euripides would not
have undercut the actual quotation of Agr 914 in the effectively reworked scene of the meeting of husband and wife
(686)

by using a half-baked recollection here.

,

While on the subject of addressing people, I should like
to sidestep (legitimately, I hope) to the Old Man's irritating habit of tagging 'Aydueuvov dvag / ^ololAeO on to the
end of his sentences (lines 3, 13, 43, 140), or at line endings

(133), or both

(140,

43,

and 13

-

a

whole anapaestic

something which happens too frequently for comfort
5
It is hard to escape
also in the first messenger speech.
of these passages
(or
writers)
writer
that
the
inference
the

metron

)

;

1

used the device as a convenient line-filler, especially
since the Iphigeneia at Aulis contains eight cases of the

phrase 'AyAueuvov dvag
rivals
Troades and IT)

52

in contrast with its nearest two

which have only two; and since the
53)
shows that Euripides uses this
Concordance
invaluable
form of address no more than four times in any other play.
To sum up the discussion so far, it seems clear from
(

,

these examples that the writer of the anapaests indulges in
49)

Ag 1040, Sup 171, 305, 90l, Prom

18,

Eum

16,

1033.

50) Addresses to Helen: Hel 616, 1680 and in apostrophe at Or 1386;
to Clyt.: lA 686, 1106, 1344. In lA 827, 856 and IT 210, Clyt. is referred to, but not addressed as the daughter of Leda. Note that 1106,
again in suspicious circumstances, reuses Aeschylus' memorable Af)6aq
YE.ve9Xov.

51) Lines 414, 431, 436. Note especially 414, which constitutes the
highly irregular mid-line entry.
52) Note particularly the instances at 1547, 1573, 1619, extremely
dubious passages; and also in the speech of Achilles, which may be interpolated at some points, 950, 961. Other references which seem reasonably secure: 828, 869. Admittedly, Agamemnon appears only in the lA.
53) J.T. Allen, G. Italie, A Concordance to Euripides (Berkeley,
Los Angeles, London 1954) with Suppl. by C. Collard (Groningen 1971).
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much looser composition than Euripides

This criticism can

.

also be extended from his use of language to his inability
to create logical or conceptual progress within the passage.
I

have already mentioned the superabundance of inconse-

quential detail which is not later utilised in the play;
for instance, the astronomy at 6ff. and, particularly, the
Old Man's projected journey at 141ff., which is crammed

with unrealised, vivid pictorial information. At three
points this conceptual redundancy is emphasised by lack of
logical continuity. The first occasion is at 28ff. England
objected to the lack of continuity in oh 6i at line 34. This
example is symptomatic. I paraphrase as follows: 'You
shouldn't complain about your situation like this, Agamemnon. The gods, whether you like it or not, have decreed

that you must be happy as well as sad. But you have spread
light around, and are writing...' At 'but you', we expect
to hear how Agamemnon is contravening the gods

'

decree of

the mutability of joy and sorrow; that is, we should now

hear that he is incessantly sorrowful or (less likely in
context), constantly joyful, ou 6^ is a standard formula
for focussing a general reflection upon a particular case,

especially when a norm is contradicted,

54)

or for directing

55)

attention from one person to another.
At ja 34, the pronoun plus 5^ performs neither of these offices unless, conceivably, we are meant to understand 'But you are constantly sorrowful'

from the extraordinary and verbose descrip-

tion of Agamemnon changing his mind over the writing tablets
This is just within the bounds of possibility, but is puz-

zlingly unclear for a device which is used normally to ar-

ticulate logical thought progression.
The second passage which

I

find particularly inconsequen-

tial is at 124-37. The Old Man asks Agamemnon how Achilles

will react to losing his bride. Agamemnon replies in exceed-

54) Cf. Hip 4 59, And 186, Tra 4; and H. Friis Johansen s remarks in
General Reflection in Tragic Rhesis (Copenhagen 1959), p. HO, note 28,
and p. 146.
'

55)

E.g., And 209, S. El 282.
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ingly strange language, that Achilles is in the dark about
the whole affair. Given the importance of Achilles' offence
at his name being used without his permission later in the
play, we might reasonably expect the author to drop a hint
at this point by making the Old Man respond,

'You were cer-

tainly taking a dangerous liberty in using Achilles' name

without his consent', or 'in doing this behind Achilles'
back'. But no, the Old Man has forgotten Achilles' anger

completely, and is now more interested in the decep-

(124)

tion practised upon Iphigeneia. Again, it is possible to

argue these objections away, by expanding the Old Man's
'You dared a dreadful deed by using Achil-

words to convey:
les'

name in order to sacrifice your daughter for the

Greeks'; but that is not what he says. And what is the

dxri

into which Agamemnon thinks he is falling? Incurring Achilles' wrath? Incurring the wrath of the gods as the slayer

of his child? This is not clear either, although
that

I

I

hope

showed earlier that Euripides does not employ

axri

without a specific reference point.
The last lines with which I shall take issue are 161ff.,
which previous scholars have criticised on the grounds of
banality. The maxim here is indeed 'trite',

but that in

itself is an insufficient objection; some gnomic cliches
(such as S. El 1171-3)

are -extraordinarily effective. What

is more disturbing is that it appears to have no immediate

connection with the preceding lines. Agamemnon has not gradually reached a resigned stance, but suddenly he acquires
one at line 161; up to 160 he is as agitated as ever. Nor
can the thought arise with propriety from ouA.A.a3e

1-l6xSol)v

(although these four lines would form an internally con-

sistent quotation)

,

for it is ludicrous if Agamemnon should

apply his gnome to the Old Man's forthcoming journey. Lines
161-3 dangle insecurely at the end of the anapaests, con-

nected by the tenuous thread of some kind of ring composition (as far as
if this is,
56)

I

can see) with the sentiment at 28-32. And

in fact,

Bain, p.

123.

the case, Agamemnon has been converted
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to the Old Man's view at 28-32 without displaying the

slightest sign to the audience that he is not as discontented as before. It looks strongly as though the writer
was motivated by line 160 to add an impressive-sounding
generalisation to round off his work, with only the most
57)
superficial regard for consistency.
Many of the points that I have mentioned in this discussion of the general style, tone and ethos of the anapaests
only scratch the surface of such problems in this extremely dubious passage.

I

hope, however, that they validly ex-

tend the already weighty and diverse case for the prosecution against the few, idiosyncratic pleas of the defenders.
It is to this end that my paper is devoted.

Churchill College,

Cambridge University

57) It is almost certain that we have a similar case (on a larger
scale) at the close of the OT. See R.D. Dawe's acute observations in
Studies on the Text of Sophocles I (Leiden 1973) 268-73.

